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Abstract

We present an analysis of the work of human participants in addressing design problems by analogy. We describe a computer pro-
gram, called Galatea, that simulates the visual input and output of four experimental participants. Since Galatea is an operational com-
puter program, it makes specific commitments about the visual representations and reasoning it uses for analogical transfer. In
particular, Galatea provides a computational model of how human designers might be generating new designs by incremental transfer
of the problem-solving procedure used in previous design cases.
� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Visual analogies, which are instances of analogical rea-
soning with visual knowledge, play an important role in
design (e.g., Ferguson, 1992). In fact, on the basis of histor-
ical case studies of architectural design as well as cognitive
studies of expert and novice architects, Goldschmidt and
Casakin have described visual analogy as a core design
strategy (at least) in architectural design (Casakin, 2004;
Casakin & Goldschmidt, 1999; Goldschmidt, 2001). Fur-
ther, Gross and Do (2000) have proposed CAD environ-
ments that explicitly support visual analogies (especially
for architectural design). Although there appears to be a
general agreement in research on design cognition that
visual analogies play an important role in design, we are
unaware of an information-processing model of visual
analogies in design.

Let us consider a specific example of visual analogy in
design to explain the goals of our work described here.
1389-0417/$ - see front matter � 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1 illustrates an input condition presented to a novice
designer (experimental participant number L24) and
Fig. 2 illustrates the output generated by the participant.
Several aspects of the input and output illustrated in Figs.
1 and 2 are especially noteworthy (we describe the experi-
ments in more detail later in the paper). Firstly, since the
participants in this study were asked to the use the design
problem and solution illustrated in the ‘‘Problem 1” part
of Fig. 1 as a source for addressing the problem illustrated
in the bottom half of the same figure, analogical retrieval is
not a major issue in this setting. The participants in this
experiment were given the source, and advised to use it.
Secondly, note that the solution for the new design prob-
lem drawn by the participant (Fig. 2) is closely analogous
to the drawing of the solution in the source design case
(Fig. 1). (The analogy between the two drawings becomes
even more apparent if the last drawing in Fig. 2 is mentally
rotated clockwise by 90�.) The high-level research question
for our work described in this paper, then, is this: given the
source design case and an initial mapping between the rep-
resentations of the source design case and the new design
problem, how might participant L24 (and other partici-
pants in the study who generated similar drawings) have
generated the drawing depicting his or her solution to the
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Fig. 1. Condition 2: plan view of lab, with no walls.
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new design problem by using an analogy with the drawing
of the solution in the source design case?

Following Simon and his colleagues (Chase & Simon,
1973; Larkin & Simon, 1987), we assume that humans
use visuospatial representations (i.e., knowledge comprised
of only visual and spatial knowledge) not only externally,
e.g., in the form of a drawing, but also internally. Again
following Simon, we use the term ‘‘visuospatial” represen-
tations here to mean knowledge representations that cap-
ture the topology of the objects and relations in a
situation but do not explicitly capture causality or teleol-
ogy; such concepts are at most implicit in visuospatial rep-
Fig. 2. Participant L24’s data, scanned from what was drawn and w
resentations. Building on Simon’s work, Ullman, Wood,
and Craig (1990) provide additional arguments about
designers using visuospatial representations both externally
and internally. Given these assumptions, let us return to
the design solution generated by L24 (Fig. 2) to character-
ize the thesis of our work described here. Our data indi-
cates that the (four) experimental participants transferred
the design for the vestibule to generate the design of the
weed trimmer. Since many other theories of analogy, such
as SME (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1990), LISA
(Hummel & Holyoak, 1996), Proteus (Davies, Goel, &
Yaner, 2008) and AMBR (Kokinov, 1998), might provide
ritten on the experimental sheet. L24 was in condition 2 (Fig. 1).
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answers to the issue of analogical mapping between the two
problems, we do not address it here; this work focuses on
analogical transfer.

The data do not clearly indicate the information-pro-
cessing mechanism that the participants used in the transfer
of the design solution, but as previous research suggests
(e.g., Holyoak &Thagard, 1989a, 1995) one possible mech-
anism is to abstract and transfer the problem-solving proce-

dure from the source case to the target problem. Since both
the source design case (top half of Fig. 1) and the new
design problem (bottom half) have textual descriptions,
we acknowledge that the participants might have built
internal verbal representations of the two design problems,
and may have used them to help with the analogy. Though
the participants could be using different kinds of knowl-
edge (such as visual and verbal) for transferring the prob-
lem-solving procedure, our more refined research goal is
to examine the role of visuospatial knowledge in enabling
the transfer of the problem-solving procedure from the
source to the target. We want to examine whether visuo-
spatial knowledge alone can account for transfer of the
procedure, and what is the content, organization and rep-
resentation of visuospatial knowledge that can support
this transfer. Our high-level hypothesis is that visuospatial
representation of intermediate knowledge states, organized
in chronological order can enable transfer of problem-
solving procedures. We hypothesize that these representa-
tions and processes can account of many elements of
human participant data. We conjecture that (at least) in
the context of design generation, human designers might
address new design problems by abstracting and transfer-
ring visuospatially represented problem-solving procedures
from source design cases.

As noted above, this conjecture is similar to that of
Holyoak and Thagard (1989a, 1995). In their pioneering
work on the PI model of analogical reasoning, Holyoak
and Thagard proposed that humans address new problems
by abstracting and transferring problem-solving proce-
dures from familiar source cases. They also showed how
the PI model provides an explanation of analogical transfer
in (Duncker, 1926; Gick & Holyoak, 1980) radiation prob-
lem. Their explanation of Duncker’s problem involves a
problem-solving procedure that explicitly captures both
causality and intent. The major difference between our the-
sis and that of Holyoak and Thagard’s is that we hypoth-
esize that (at least) in design, humans can usefully
represent the problem-solving procedures using visuospa-
tial representations in which causality (and intent) is (at
most) implicit.

The thesis of this paper is that visuospatially represented
problem-solving procedures, as mediating analogical trans-
fer between source cases and new problems, can be used to
model the transfer stage of design-by-analogy, where the
source design case contains a drawing and the solution to
the new design problem also needs to be in the form of a
drawing. A visuospatial representation of the problem-
solving procedure appears necessary because the source
design solution is in the form of a drawing and because
the final design solution is often presented as a series of
drawings. However, as we noted above, analogical map-
ping may well involve alternative representations, such as
verbal representations that explicitly capture causality. To
this end, below we first present an analysis of the work
of 15 human participants in addressing design problems
by analogy. Then, we describe a computer program, called
Galatea, that simulates the input and output visuospatial
representations of four of the 15 participants. Since Gala-
tea is an operational computer program, it makes specific
commitments about the visuospatial representations and
reasoning it uses for analogical transfer. Since we have
described Galatea in detail elsewhere (see Davies & Goel,
2001, for the first publication of Galatea, Davies & Goel,
2007 for a description of the Cognitive Visual Language,
Davies & Goel, 2008 for a theoretical description, and
Davies et al., 2008 for a detailed description of algorithms)
and due to limitations of space in this paper, here we
include only a basic sketch of its working that is sufficient
for the purposes of this discussion. Finally, we discuss how
Galatea models the drawings generated by the human
designers.

2. An analysis of design generation

Craig (2001) describes a cognitive study of 34 novice
designers (undergraduate students at the Georgia Institute
of Technology). The participants in the study were shown a
design source case (a laboratory clean room), containing
both a design problem stated in the form of text and a
design solution in the form of an annotated drawing. The
study was conducted in different input conditions: Fig. 1
illustrates one input condition; Fig. 3 illustrates another
input condition.

The participants in the experimental study were asked
to solve an analogous design problem (a sidewalk weed
trimmer); the new problem was represented with text
only. The participants were encouraged to use the design
case presented earlier as a source for addressing the new
problem, and asked to illustrate their designs. Of the 34
participants, 15, or a little less than half of the partici-
pants in different conditions, generated the correct design
solution rendered as a drawing by adding redundant
doors to a weed-trimmer arm so that it can pass through
street signs; if the arm contains two latching doors, then
while one door is open to let the sign pass, the other stays
closed to support the arm and trimmer. Figs. 2, 5 and 6
depict the work of three participants (L24, L22, and
L15, respectively) in the input condition depicted in
Fig. 1; Figs. 4 and 7 depict the work of two participants
(L14 and L16, respectively) corresponding to the input
condition of Fig. 3.

The data from this experiment are appropriate for our
work several reasons: (1) it is an example of the kind of
design task we are interested in investigating: cross-
domain analogies involving the transfer of multi-step,



Fig. 3. Condition 1: plan view of lab, with the vestibule.
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strongly-ordered solution procedures, (2) addressing the
design task involves visual knowledge and reasoning, at least
for understanding the diagram in the input as well as for
generating a drawing as the output, (3) solving the design
task also involves non-visual knowledge (e.g., causal and
functional knowledge to understand the systems described).

The 15 participants who successfully generated the cor-
rect solution for the given design problem showed many
differences in the outputs they produced. Table 1 summa-
rizes these differences.

It is possible that some participants realized the analogy
but failed to find the correct answer nonetheless. Those
that failed either ignored the suggestion to use the analogy
or could not figure out how to effectively use it. It appears
that no one who used the correct analogy in their drawing
failed to find the correct answer.
Fig. 4. L14’s data, scanned from what was drawn and written
3. Galatea: a computational program that performs visual
analogies

We briefly summarize the salient elements of Galatea
that are relevant for the present discussion. Galatea is an
implementation of the constructive adaptive visual analogy
theory (Davies, 2004). It uses Covlan, a Cognitive Visual
Language, for representing visuospatial knowledge (Davies
& Goel, 2007). The main features of this language are prim-
itive visual elements, such as rectangles and lines, and prim-

itive visual transformations, such as replicate and add-

object. The inputs to Galatea (design source cases, new
design problems) are completely visual in nature.

Galatea represents multi-step problem-solving proce-
dures as a series of knowledge states and transformations
between the states. The elements of each knowledge state
on the experimental sheet. L14 was in condition 1 (Fig. 3).



Fig. 5. Participant L22’s data, scanned from what was drawn and written on the experimental sheet. L22 was in condition 2 (Fig. 1).
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are instances of visual elements, and the operations are
visual transformations. Knowledge states consist of visual
knowledge represented symbolically; we call them s-images,
or symbolic images.

We will use Duncker’s radiation problem (1926) as an
example because it is so well known (see Davies & Goel,
2001, for details on Galatea’s model of this problem). In
the fortress problem, we needed an operator that took
one shape and turned it into multiple, smaller shapes. We
created one that did this and called it decompose. This
transformation was later used for other examples. The ele-

ments are defined by the slots (location, size, length, etc.),
the possible values those slots can take, and the transforma-

tions that can be applied to them. For example, the tumor
problem required an element that had a start and end
point, so the line element was created.
Fig. 6. Participant L15’s data, scanned from what was drawn and written
We represented the fortress story with three s-images.
The first was a representation of the original fortress prob-
lem. It had four roads, represented as thick lines, radiating
out from the fortress, which was a curve in the center

(curves are used to represent irregular shapes). We repre-
sented the original soldier path as a thick line on the bot-
tom road. This first s-image was connected to the second
with a decompose transformation. Decompose takes in some
primitive visual element instance and replaces it with some
number of smaller versions of it in the next knowledge
state. Transformations, like functions, take arguments (in
this case the arguments were soldier-path1 for the object

and four for the number-of-resultants). The second s-image

has the soldier-path1 decomposed into four thin lines, all
still on the bottom road. The lines are thinner to represent
smaller groups.
on the experimental sheet. Participant L15 was in condition 2 (Fig. 1).



Fig. 7. Participant L16’s data, scanned from what was drawn and written on the experimental sheet. L16 was in condition 1 (Fig. 3).
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In the fortress/tumor example, after the decompose

transformation generates a number of smaller armies (by
transforming a thick arrow into thinner arrows), those
armies must be dispersed to the various roads, in various
locations in the image. This uses the move transformation.
We represented the start state of the tumor problem as a
single s-image. The tumor itself is represented as a curve.
The ray of radiation is a thick line that passes through
the bottom body part. From this example one can see
how Galatea describes analogs visually, and incrementally
transfers knowledge states, and transformations taken on
them, one at a time.

4. The models of the lab/weed-trimmer problems

We used our theory of constructive adaptive visual anal-
ogy to model the work of all 15 participants in Craig’s data
who successfully generated the correct design solution, 4 in
Table 1
Differences observed in the outputs generated by the 15 successful participants.

L1 2 11 12 13 14

Added objects X X X X X
Center X X
Doors open, walls remain X
Dotted object X
Double line to line
Explicit simulation
Line to double line X X X X
Long vestibule X
Mechanism added X X
Multiple doors
No vestibule/doors distinction X
Numeric dimensions X
Point of view change
Rectangle to line: door X X X
Rotation X X X X
Sliding doors X
Zoom X

Total 5 4 2 3 6 7
Galatea itself and the other 11 using pen-and-paper models
based on the theory. In the case of four participants
directly modeled in Galatea, we kept the reasoning archi-
tecture, the representation language, and control of pro-
cessing exactly the same for each of the four participants,
varying only the initial knowledge content entered into
Galatea for the different participants.

To evaluate the 15 models, we look at how well the
model accounts for the differences between the source
problem diagram and the participant’s drawn diagram
(as summarized in Table 1). The image accompanying the
source in the experimental stimulus is very abstract. It is
so abstract, in fact, that with a different textual description
it could apply equally well to the source and target prob-
lems. What this means is that if the experimental partici-
pants used the image to transfer the solution, they did
not need to change the diagram at all. As we will see, every

participant produced a drawing that differed in some way
Difference names are on the y axis, participant numbers are on the x axis.

15 16 19 20 21 22 24 27 28 Total

X X X X X X X X X 14
2
1

X 2
X X X X 5

X X X X X X X 6
X X 6

X 2
X X 4

X 1
X X 3

X 2
X X X 3

3
X X X X X 9

1
X X 3

5 4 6 4 5 4 3 5 4



Fig. 8. The model of L24. The top series of s-images is the source, the bottom series is the target.

1 The notation ‘‘l24s1” means that the symbol is a part of the first
s-image of the L24 model. The same scheme is used to name other symbols
in our models.
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from the original source. These ‘‘differences,” as we will call
them, between the source and target diagrams, are indica-
tive of the variation among the participants studied.

Modeling Craig’s experimental participants involved
determining the Covlan representation of the source and
initial target s-images. Using our hypothesis about visual
re-representation in analogy, we predicted the participants’
output. To evaluate the models we compared the nature of
this predicted output to the differences found in the data.
We will describe one participant in detail, L24, and refer
you to Davies (2004) for detailed descriptions of all the
models.

4.1. The model of L24

L24 was in experimental condition 2, the stimulus of
which can be seen in Fig. 1. As in all the models, we repre-
sented the source analog as a series of s-images connected
with transformations. This representation of the source case
in condition 2 we will call lab-base2.

Fig. 8 has two parts. The top series of images refers to
Galatea’s representation of the source problem given to
L24 as stimulus (it is only a depiction for the reader’s
understanding. Covlan represents s-images propositional-
ly). Looking at the stimulus (Fig. 1), we see that there is
only a single image. However, we conjecture that partici-
pants use this image and the text description given to create
a representation of the steps taken to solve the problem.
Thus there are six images in our model of the source.
The first, in the top left of Fig. 8, shows the situation in
its problem state. Between each picture along the top are
transformations (not shown in Fig. 2) leading to the final
picture, which has the image as given in the stimulus.
Briefly, the doorway mechanism is duplicated, and then
the duplicate is moved. Two walls are created, and finally
they are placed in the correct positions with respect to
the doorway duplicates.

The bottom set of images in Fig. 8 illustrate the model’s
representation of L24’s solving of the problem. The picture
on the bottom left is the initial state of the problem, includ-
ing representations of the truck, blades, and pole. Double
lines are turned to lines and the system is rotated. As
actions are transferred from the source to the target, new
states are generated, until finally, in the bottom right, we
see the target problem in its final state. Our model of L24
involves five transformations. The first is replicate. It takes
in the set of elements composing the door mechanism (we
will call it door-set-l24s11) and creates another identical
but distinct set of elements (door-set2-l24s2) in the next s-
image.

The second transformation is add-connections which
places the door sets in the correct position in relation to
the top and bottom walls. Add-connections adds spatial
relationships to the objects it modifies. The third and
fourth transformations are add-component, which add the
top and bottom containment walls that complete the vesti-
bule. The fifth transformation, another add-connections,
places these containment walls in the correct positions in
relation to the door sets and the top and bottom walls.

We will describe the first two transformations in detail.
The first transformation in the lab-base2 source is replicate,
which takes two arguments: some object and some number-

of-resultants. In this case the object is door-set1-l24s1 and
the number-of-arguments is two. The replicate is applied
to the first L24 s-image, with the appropriate adaptation
to the arguments: the mapping between the first source
and target s-images indicates that the door-set-b2s1 maps
to the door-set-l24s1, so the former is used for the target’s
object argument. The number two is a literal, so it is trans-
ferred directly.

As part of the transformation updating the reasoner
automatically generates the mapping between lab-base2-

simage2 and l24-simage2. Element instances that are results
of source transformations are mapped to newly-generated
instances in the target. All other alignments, called maps,
are carried over to the new s-images with their new names.



Table 2
Differences accounted for by Galatea.

Participant Differences accounted for Percentage

L1 2/5 40
L2 3/4 75
L11 0/2 0
L12 2/3 67
L13 3/6 50
L14a 4/7 57
L15a 4/5 80
L16a 3/4 75
L19 2/6 33
L20 2/4 50
L21 2/5 40
L22a 3/4 75
L24 2/3 67
L27 2/5 40
L28 3/4 75

Total 37/67 55

a Implemented in the Galatea modeling architecture.
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This is a crucial step, and is an important part of a claim
this paper is making.

The second transformation is add-connections. The effect
of this transformation is to place the replicated door sets
in the correct spatial relationships with the other element
instances. How does the reasoner know to which elements
the transformation should be applied? The door set was rep-
licated, and the new door set is not a part of the original
input mapping. In the previous paragraph we described
how the reasoner updates the mapping so that newly-gener-
ated objects have analogs. Without this inference, the rea-
soner will not know to which element or elements to apply
the add-connections transformation. It takes connection-

sets-set-b2s3 as the connection/connection-set argument.
This is a set containing four connections. The reasoner uses
a function to recursively retrieve all connections and set
proposition members of this set. These propositions are
put through a function which creates new propositions for
the target. The element instance names are changed to
newly-generated analogous names. For example, door1-end-

point-b2s3 turns into door1-endpoint-l24s3.
Then, similarly to the replicate function, horizontal tar-

get maps are generated, and the other propositions from
the previous s-image are instantiated in the new s-image.

We will now examine the differences between the source
picture and what L24 wrote on his or her experimental
sheet (see Figs. 1 and 2). On the experimental sheet L24
described explicitly how the mechanism could work, added
some objects (the truck, blades, and pole), and changed
double lines into single lines. Also, the entire mechanism
is rotated.

The model of L24 accounts for two of the three differ-
ences found. The added objects are accounted for with
the input target representation: since these extra elements
are in the first s-image, the reasoner carries them through
all subsequently generated s-images. The parts of the draw-
ings drawn as double lines in the source change to single
lines in the target. This change is also accounted for with
the input representation. All of these differences required
no changing of the theory, just a modification of the input
information. However, the line to double line difference
cannot be considered completely accounted for because
the model fails to capture the double line used to connect
the door sections, because the single line is transferred
without adaptation from the source. This could be fixed,
perhaps, by representing the argument to the add-compo-
nent as a function referring to whatever element is used
to represent another wall, rather than as a line.

The one difference the model fails to account for is the
presence of explicit simulation. This kind of information is
not describable in Covlan, which is intended to describe dia-
gram-like inscriptions rather than working mental models.

4.2. The other models

Our models (both with Galatea and pen-and paper) of
the other 14 successful participants were created similarly.
Table 2 shows that our models accounted for about half of
the differences (55%). The following sections describe the
four models we implemented in Galatea (L14, L15, L16,
and L22). L24 described above and 10 other participants
were modeled with pen-and-paper using Galatea’s repre-
sentations and processing. L14, L15, L16 and L22 are rep-
resentative of some of the more difficult experimental
participants in the study.

4.3. The Galatea model of L14

L14 received condition 1 of the lab problem (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 9 shows the model of L14.

We represented the source analog with a different series
of s-images connected with transformations, which we will
call lab-base1. See the top of Fig. 9 for an abstract diagram
of this analog.

The model of L14 involves five transformations (see
Fig. 9). The first transformation is replicate. It takes in
the door-set-l14s1 as an argument, generating door-set-

l14s2 and door-set2-l14s2 in the next s-image. The ‘‘door
set” is a group of elements consisting of the door, and
the two wall pieces adjacent to it.

The second transformation is add-connections which
places the door sets in the correct position in relation to
the top and bottom walls. The third and fourth transforma-

tions are add-component, which add the top and bottom
containment walls that complete the vestibule. The fifth
transformation, another add-connections, places these con-
tainment walls in the correct positions in relation to the
door sets and the top and bottom walls.

We can now examine what made L14 (Fig. 4) differ from
the stimulus drawing (Fig. 3): L14 features a longer vesti-
bule in the drawing than the vestibule pictured in the stim-
ulus. In fact, there is no trimmer arm (analogous to the wall
in the lab problem) in the drawing at all that is distinct
from the vestibule, save a very small section, apparently



Fig. 9. The model of L14. The top series of s-images is the source, the bottom the target.
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to keep the spinning trimmer blade from hitting the vesti-
bule. The entire drawing is rotated 90� from the source.
The single lines in the source are changed to double lines
in the target. The doors also slide in and out of the vesti-
bule walls. What’s interesting about this modification is
that it does not appear that this kind of door opening is
possible with the diagram given of the lab in the source:
since the door is a rectangle that is thicker than the lines
representing the walls, the door could not fit into the walls.
In contrast L14 explicitly makes the doors and walls thick
(with two lines) and makes the doors somewhat thinner.
L14 adds objects to the target not found in the source: a
blade and a twisting mechanism to describe how the doors
can work. L14 also included numerical parameters to
describe the lengths in design of the trimmer. Finally,
L14 includes some mechanistic description of how the trim-
mer would work.

In summary, these behaviors are: (1) long vestibule, (2)
rotation, (3) line to double line, (4) sliding doors, (5) added
objects, (6) numeric dimensions added, and (7) mechanisms
added. Of these seven differences, Galatea successfully
models four. The rotation of the source is modeled by a
rotation in the target start s-image. In this s-image, all spa-
tial relationships are defined only relative to other element
instances in the s-image. Each instance is a part of a single
set which has an orientation and direction. In the case of s-

image 1 of the target, it is facing right. Since all locations
are relative, there is no problem with transfer and each s-

image in the model of L14 is rotated to the right.
The line to double line difference is accounted for by rep-

resenting the vestibule walls with rectangles rather than
with lines, as it is in the source. Because the mapping

between the source and target correctly maps the side1 of
the rectangle to the startpoint of its analogous line, the rect-
angle/line difference does not adversely affect processing
and transfer works smoothly.

The long vestibule difference is accounted for by specify-
ing that the heights of the vestibule wall rectangles are long.
In the source the vestibule wall lines are of length medium,
but this does not interfere with transfer.

The blade added object is accounted for by adding a cir-
cle to the first s-image in the target.

Unaccounted for are the two bent lines emerging from
the vestibule on the left side, the numeric dimensions and
words describing the mechanism. Also, L14 shows one of
the doors retracting, and the model does not. The model
also fails to capture the double line used to connect the
door sections for the same reason the L24 model failed in
this regard.

4.4. The Galatea model of L22

L22 received condition 2 (see Fig. 1). Fig. 5 shows what
L22 wrote on his or her data sheet during the experiment.
Again, we represented the source analog as a series of s-

images connected with Transformations. See the top of
Fig. 10 for an abstract diagram of the analogs.

The model of L22 involves five transformations (see
Fig. 10). The first transformation is replicate. It takes in
the door-set-l22s1 as an argument, generating door-set1-

l22s2 and door-set2-l22s2 in the next s-image. Note that
the door set replicated here is different from the door set
replicated for L14. In this case, there are three connected
rectangles, corresponding to the top wall, door, and bot-
tom wall. In the case of L14, the door set is made of a single
long rectangle (representing the wall) with another rectan-
gle (representing the door) in front of it. But because repli-

cate can work on any set of element instances, Galatea can
accommodate the kind of doorway L22 had in mind.

The second transformation is add-connections which
places the door sets in the correct position in relation to
each other. Unlike for L14, there are no top and bottom
walls. The third and fourth transformations are add-compo-

nent, which add the top and bottom containment walls.
The fifth transformation, another add-connections, places
these containment walls in the correct positions in relation
to the door sets.

The processing and adaptation of these transformations

resembles the processing done with L14.
We can now examine what made L22 (Fig. 5) differ from

the stimulus drawing (Fig. 1). The entire drawing is rotated
90� from the source. An object is added to the target that
has no analog in the source: the trimmer. L22 features a
proportionately longer vestibule than in the source, and
has some explicit simulation diagrammed. Of these differ-
ences, all but the last were modeled by changing the nature
of the start s-image for L22.

4.5. The Galatea model of L15

As shown in Fig. 6, L15 does not distinguish between
the vestibule and the doors leading into it. The drawing



Fig. 10. The model of L22.

Fig. 11. The model of L15.
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is rotated, and the lines depicting the walls are turned into
double lines. Added objects include: truck, pole, hinges,
and the trimmer head.

Most interestingly, at the bottom is a set of states, like a
film strip, describing a simulation of how the pole could
move through the trimmer. The observed differences were
(1) rotation, (2) changing a line to a double line, (3) adding
objects, (4) explicit simulation description and (5) a lack of
distinction between the vestibules and the doors.

The model for L15 uses the same source analog as L22.
As seen in Fig. 11 the changing of lines to double lines, the
rotation and the added objects are accounted for by the
input target. The no vestibule/doors distinction is
accounted for by what is replicated. It does not account
for the simulation, nor some of the details of the shape
of the door mechanism (particularly the angle of the
doors).

4.6. The Galatea model of L16

L16 (Fig. 7) was in condition 1 (Fig. 3) and features a
rotated trimmer, and includes an arrow showing the direc-
tion of the motion of the truck. The pole is added, the lines
are thickened to double lines, and the mechanism is
described, including one door open and one shut. The
observed differences were (1) rotation, (2) line changed to
double line, (3) the adding of objects, and (4) a mechanism
added.

The door mechanism, which includes doubled lines in
the initial target, gets replicated in the second s-image. As
in the case of L14 and others, the results of the connection
transformations result in single line transfers. This is
because the add-component function takes the line literal
as an argument. Thus when Galatea transfers it, it remains
a line, even though the rest of the structure in the target is
rectangles.

The model can be seen in Fig. 12. Our model accounts
for three of the four differences: the mechanism difference
is missing for the same reasons as in models described
above.
4.7. Summary of results

The models described in the previous section show how
using only visual representations allows the generation of
design drawings by analogy, supporting our hypothesis.
The models presented accounted for many of the differ-
ences shown in the participants’ drawings. Although the
Galatea models were able to account for most of the differ-
ences observed, in general it failed to account for differ-
ences of the following kinds: explicit simulations, added
mechanisms, numeric dimensions, and sliding doors (which
only one participant exhibited). Of these, we would not
expect Galatea to model explicit simulations, since simula-
tion of the designed mechanism is beyond the intended
scope of the theory. Other systems, (e.g., Forbus, 1995;
Funt, 1980; Larkin & Simon, 1987; Narayanan, Suwa, &
Motoda, 1994) use visual representations of physical
systems to predict how the represented systems will behave.

The added mechanisms and sliding doors, however, are
visuospatial information that Galatea failed to model. To
account for these would require adding causal knowledge
needed to invent new mechanisms. At this point Galatea
has no such knowledge.

5. Related work

There are a variety of computational systems, each aim-
ing to understand different parts of the analogical process.
Though they use visual representations, MAGI (Ferguson,
1994), JUXTA (Ferguson & Forbus, 1998), VAMP.1,
VAMP.2 (Thagard, Gochfeld, & Hardy, 1992), and DIVA
(Croft & Thagard, 2002) are all addressing the problem of
analogical mapping. They are all extensions of non-visual
analogical mappers: MAGI and JUXTA are built on
SME (Falkenhainer et al., 1990) and GeoRep (a visual lan-
guage and inference engine, Ferguson & Forbus, 2000);
VAMP.1, VAMP.1, and DIVA are all built on ACME
(Holyoak & Thagard, 1989b).

Galatea transfers problem-solving solution procedures,
like Prodigy (Schmid & Carbonell, 1999; Veloso, 1993;



Fig. 12. The model of L16.
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Veloso & Carbonell, 1993), CHEF (Hammond, 1990), and
PI (Holyoak & Thagard, 1989a). Other visuospatial prob-
lem solvers, such as Letter Spirit (McGraw & Hofstadter,
1993; Rehling, 2001) and ANALOGY (Evans, 1968), as
well as non-visual ones, IDeAL (Bhatta & Goel, 1997; Goel
& Bhatta 2004), ToRQUE2 (Griffith, Nersessian, & Goel,
2000), PHINEAS (Falkenhainer, 1990), and Copycat
(Hofstadter & Mitchell, 1995), do not attempt to transfer
problem-solving procedures.

Many of the systems described above deal with visuo-
spatial reasoning. Though the systems use information of
many kinds, including, sometimes, non-visuospatial infor-
mation, the visuospatial information represented all fall
under the categories of what is there, where it is and finally
if and how the components of the image are related (e.g.,
above/below relationships).2

Some analogical reasoning systems use a purely symbolic
or propositional representation (e.g., Galatea, GeoRep),
some use a pixel or occupancy array representation (e.g.,
NIAL (Glasgow & Papadias, 1998), WHISPER (Funt,
1980)), some use a hybrid, such as a symbolic array (e.g.,
NIAL and VAMP.2), and finally one (FROB, Forbus,
1995) uses quantitative measures, such as lengths and dis-
tances. There is good reason to think that a variety of repre-
sentations schemes come into play in cognition (e.g., Farah,
1988; Glasgow & Papadias, 1998; Kosslyn, 1994). In terms
of visual representation, Covlan’s primitive visual elements

resemble GeoRep’s ‘‘primitive shapes.” Covlan’s connection

ontology allows orientation-independent transfer of opera-
tions in the cognitive modeling, which is important because
many experimental participants rotated the target 90�.

Though most diagrammatic reasoning systems include
ways to change visual knowledge, Covlan’s transformations

are intended to represent steps in problem-solving proce-
dures that are reasoned about by the system. Griffith, Ner-
sessian, and Goel’s ‘‘Generic Structural Transformations”

(GSTs) (2000), though not specifically visual in nature,
are somewhat similar in that they are transformations that
are chosen by the system to be applied to a representation
in an effort to solve a problem.

6. Conclusion

Recall that our hypothesis was that visuospatial repre-
sentation of intermediate knowledge states organized in
chronological order can enable transfer of problem-solving
2 It could be argued that relations are a part of the ‘‘where” class of
information, but ‘‘where” information is typically conceived as being a
location relative to an image, rather than in relation to other visual
objects.
procedures. We used visuospatially represented problem-
solving procedures to model how designers create new solu-
tions by transferring from old ones. When engaged in
design-by-analogy, designers might generate new designs
by abstracting and transferring problem-solving proce-
dures, where the procedures are expressed in the form of vis-
uospatial representations in which causality is (at most)
implicit. In light of our models of novice designers engaged
in analogy-based design, we present the following findings:
first, a language of visuospatial symbols can provide a level
of abstraction sufficient for common actions on concepts.
For all the Galatea models of these participants, no core
processing code was changed. Some transformations were
added to code, and all participant differences accommo-
dated were done through changes to the input representa-
tions only. We modeled the visuospatial input and output
for the participants’ data—a good start to a full cognitive
model. Though people likely use non-visual as well as visual
knowledge in analogical problem-solving, this work shows
how visuospatial knowledge alone could be used. This
research also investigates the possible maximal role of visual
knowledge and reasoning for analogical problem-solving
transfer. The Galatea computational model shows that
under the conjecture that human participants may have gen-
erated a solution to the new design problem by transferring
the problem-solving procedure for the source case, tempo-
rally organized visuospatial representation of knowledge
states generated by the procedure in the source is sufficient
for analogical transfer of the procedure to the new problem.

In conclusion, visual and spatial reasoning is useful for
many subtasks of analogical problem-solving. Galatea
shows that at least in the context of design, analogical
transfer can work using only visuospatial knowledge, and
other work shows this for the retrieval and mapping stages
as well (Davies et al., 2008; Ferguson, 1994; Yaner & Goel,
2006), building a strong case for visuospatial analogy for
problem solving.
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